
2008 Patek Philippe 5980/1A-001 Nautilus For Sale 

 97,640 € 

QUICK SPEC

Manufacturer Patek Philippe

Collection Nautilus

Model Name 5980/1A-001

Registration Year Circa 2008

Movement Automatic

Limited Edition One of Produced

Case Stainless steel

Bracelet Stainless steel

Clasp Stainless steel

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
          Manufacturer - Patek Philippe 
          Collection - Nautilus 
          Model Name - 5980/1A-001 
          Year - Circa 2008 
          Reference No - 
          Movement No - 3’667’595 
          Case No - 4’442’347 
          Gender - Men's watch / Chronograph 
          Shape - Nautilus

CALIBRE 
         Movement - Automatic 
         Calibre - CH 28-520 C 
         Power Reserve - Approximately 55 hours 
         Frequency - 
         Jewels - 35

CASE 
         Diameter (w) - 43,5 mm 
         Material - Stainless steel 
         Bezel - 
         Winding Crown - 
         Water resistance - 10 ATM 
         Crystal - Sapphire Glass 
       



CATALOGUE ESSAY 

With the release of the reference 3700 in 1976, Patek Philippe created one of the best stainless 
steel luxury wristwatches available in the market and in the ensuing 40 years, it has become an 
icon. It changed the look and feel of contemporary timepieces with the water resistant “Nautilus” 
case designed by famed Gerald Genta. The watch was rugged masculine and sporty in nature, it 
could be worn in casual settings as while as a dress watch for formal affairs. 

Due to the success of the Nautilus, Patek Philippe developed the collection with the release of 
yellow gold models and examples with diamonds. Over time there was a desire to expand further 
and the reference 5980 released in 2006 featured a chronograph mechanism with bull’s eye 
subsidiary dial at Basel during the 30th anniversary of the Nautilus. Featuring the caliber 28-250 
C first used on the reference 5960, the first automatic annual calendar chronograph, Patek 
Philippe modified the movement for the reference 5980 to remove the date window.  

The present watch is fresh to the market and offered in excellent overall condition and offers the 
opportunity for savvy collectors to own a watch that has inspired so many.

DIAL 
         Dial Colour - Blue 
         Dial numerals - Yellow gold baton hour indices 
         Gem Setting - No Gems 

BRACELET / STRAP       
          Bracelet Material - Stainless steel 
          Bracelet Color - Stainless steel Patek Philippe bracelet, max length 165 mm 
          Clasp - Stainless steel Patek Philippe double deployant clasp  
          Clasp Material - Stainless steel 

FUNCTIONS       
          Centre hour, minute and seconds hands, small seconds hand at 6 o’clock.  

OTHERS 
Accompanied with Certificate of Origin signed by retailer Eldorado Watch Co Ltd and dated 4th 
August 2008, fitted presentation box, original invoice, product literature, hangtag, setting pin, 
extra links, leather wallet and outer packaging.  
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